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A: It seems like the error is coming from the ink virtual folder, you can verify that by looking at the log file. (As you mentioned it is in
c:\Program Files\Microsoft Visual Studio 12.0\Common7\IDE\PrivateAssemblies and if you run windows explorer to the drive, you can see

something like C:\Program Files\Microsoft Visual Studio 12.0\Common7\IDE\PrivateAssemblies\vs_auth.dll in the path (It is the same
folder where the log files are). There are some tools that can be used to solve the problem, before that you can go to the cd

%programfiles%\microsoft visual studio 11.0\ and delete the folder "Ink" which contains the file ink\ink.dll and then do a new install of
Visual Studio, you will now see the installation again. Q: Return a View from a generic method in MVC2 I have a couple of mvc2 controllers

that are used for editing, and I have a method that returns the view that corresponds to the object being edited, as follows: public
ActionResult Edit(MyType objectToEdit, string id) { if (objectToEdit == null) throw new Exception("object to edit cannot be null"); return
View(objectToEdit, id); } The idea is that I want the controllers to have only one part of the form, and then use a strongly typed view to edit

the data. The method above renders the correct view, which I then copy and paste to create the various forms in my view. Obviously this
method is not going to be very useful to my colleagues, so I have tried to have it return a View("Index"), which seems to work. But I have a
feeling that this isn't really a good solution. Any suggestions on how I can get the best of both worlds here? A: Use a BaseController class

with a ActionView(object objectToEdit, string id) method. Create your controllers to inherit this class: public class BaseController :
Controller { protected BaseViewModel vm; protected BaseController(BaseViewModel vm) { this.vm = vm; }
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